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Blue Mountains UFO Research Club News.
PLEASE NO SMOKING ON THE PREMISES.
ALSO, NO LARGE BAGS IN THE CINEMA OR THE HOUSE.
PLEASE NOTE. Please contact us prior to bringing along any new friends interested in
UFOlogy and the mysteries generally.
Don’t forget our meetings are usually held on the third Saturday of each month.
Contact Information: Phone: 02 4782 3441, Email: randhgilroy44@bigpond.com [or
catch our website on rexgilroy.com or mysteriousaustralia.com]. Also see us at ‘Rex and
Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club’ on Facebook.

FOR OUR MEETING ON SATURDAY 17TH M ARCH, 2018 at the home of Rex &
Heather Gilroy, 12 Kamillaroi Road, [Corner Ficus Street & Kamillaroi Road – enter via a the Ficus Street
entrance] – anyone coming for the first time, use the Ficus Street entrance - there is plenty of parking in
Ficus Street. Our side gate will have our Club sign so you can’t miss us.

PROGRAM for 17th.
Weather permitting there will be a ‘round table’ discussion in the back yard, followed by a UFO
Documentary presentation in the Rex Cinema. We also have newly-acquired documentaries on the
‘ancient astronaut’ theory covering a wide range of subjects for future meetings.
At this meeting we welcome new members to our group.
A report on extensions of the Burragorang Valley space-base will be given with latest UFO sightings
reports and we invite anyone with a UFO experience of their own is welcome to share it with us as
we are all interested to hear.
Weather permitting, a Skywatch will be held out on Narrow Neck Plateau.
As the nights are beginning to get cool don’t forget your winter woollies. Bring your camera,
binoculars or telescope. We always have a great time even if a UFO doesn’t show up!
PLEASE NOTE. Anyone with any personal experiences involving UFOs or the ‘unexplained’ and
willing to share them with us all are invited to do so.
Bring a plate of food to share for afternoon tea.
Look forward to seeing you all, and if you have friends to bring please phone us beforehand.
If you have a suggestion for a guest speaker please let us know.

To assist with the costs involved in producing the
newsletters a donation of at least a $2 gold coin is requested.

f

Catch us on acebook – “Rex and Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club”, and “Rex and
Heather Gilroys Mysterious Australia”.

~~~~~
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THE LITHGOW UFO MYSTERY CONTINUES!
By Dr [hc] Rex Gilroy PhD
Copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.
Announcing the impending release of the Gilroys’ latest UFO book, “UFO Dreaming – Australian
Aboriginal Encounters with Extraterrestrials”, by Rex & Heather Gilroy, URU Publications 2018.
With a wealth of reports and photos taken from the files of the Blue Mountains UFO Research Club
and National Australian Underground Base Investigation Network, this book is expected to be as
popular as “Blue Mountains Triangle”, “Alien Cobweb” and “The Energy Beings” have
continued to be. Yet another underground space base UFO book is in the planning stage.
Our latest book poses the question, based upon a considerable amount of information, “Were the
ancient Aborigines contacted by advanced being from the Cosmos? And, is it still
happening”? The answer is YES!
Our book reveals evidence of ‘ancient astronaut’ colonisation of Aboriginal Australia in the dim past.
It also reveals present-day encounters with Unidentified Flying Objects. Readers will be surprised to
learn of Extra-Terrestrial abductions of Aboriginal people in modern times, and the accounts of those
tribespeople who were abducted, flown to other worlds in space, kept for a time, and then returned to
Earth, usually to the exact location of their abduction!
These advanced beings have established underground colonies from which their space craft fly from
beyond Earth on whatever operations and return. The locations of these bases are described in the
book, as are the underground space-bases at Ayers Rock/Uluru and Alice Springs.
Among the many surprises in “UFO Dreaming” are reports on underground colonies and spaceports
of Extra-Terrestrials in Australia, as well as ‘Greys’& ‘Reptilian space beings on the Blue
Mountains.
There is some incredible information concerning ancient ET nuclear war fought in Australia,
recorded in rock art by ancient tribesmen.
This book is unique, for it deals exclusively with Australian Aboriginal UFO experiences, from
‘flying saucer’ encounters to abductions to other worlds beyond our own.
With this latest UFO book Heather and I offer our readers an entirely new field of research –
Australian Aboriginal Ufology.
******
On Tuesday 20th February Heather drove Phil Whittaker and myself up into the rugged forested hills
behind Lithgow. This is an area where UFO sightings, particularly at night, are frequently reported.
I thought I would obtain some good photos of the scrubland. Indeed I did, but not what Phil and I had
expected. We knew there is an Army Base out there in the backblocks [Marangaroo], but we found
the bushland territory, part of the Marangaroo training camp, had been expanded, with new fencing,
and metal signs everywhere to keep out!
‘Keep Out’ indeed, there has long been more than one top secret entrance to an great underground
extension of the Wollemi space base. American military personnel are involved, as more than one
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Lithgow district hiker has caught sight from the cover of shrubbery, of American GI’s and Australian
soldiers moving about together close to their side of the fence!
Phil and others around Lithgow, and the Bell-Bilpin districts, Mt Victoria and Katoomba have lately
been reporting having seen UFOs, mostly of the ‘saucer’ type, flying high over the mountains.
Together with Phil and our other Blue Mountains UFO Research Club member, Graham Merrick,
Heather and I have observed mystery craft high in the sky over the Hartley-Hassans Walls Lookout
at night.
Around here it pays to keep a look out for strange events in the sky over Lithgow-Katoomba. One
never knows when and where these craft will turn up!
Watch this Newsletter for more reports of UFO activity hereabouts… and “Watch the Skies”!
-0The following photos of the recently up-graded and expanded
Marangaroo Military Base in the hills behind Lithgow were taken a couple
of weeks ago. This vast bushland has been the setting for UFO activity
for quite some time, and an underground complex manned by both
Australian and American military personnel, as part of the great WollemiBurragorang top secret space-base operations, has been the night-time
location of apparent flights to and from this incredible ‘underland’ space
travel research complex.
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SOME UFO REPORTS GLEANED
FROM THE INTERNET

NB. These reports are presented for your perusal, information and enjoyment
and whilst all care is taken with their presentation no responsibility for their
authenticity is taken by the editor. Please exercise your own judgement.

MCCANDLISH ALIEN REPRODUCTION VEHICLE

Mark McCandlish is an accomplished aerospace illustrator and has worked for many of the
top aerospace corporations in the United States.
Mark McCandlish reveals details of eyewitness sightings of UFOs as they make use of
traversable wormholes within our atmosphere. One such encounter took place in the 1960’s
as a B-52 crew encountered a massive saucer-shaped craft which dematerialized into a
bright portal cut into the night sky. We also explore the establishment and growth of
breakaway civilizations which have settled in Antarctica and off-world locations. This
interview with David Wilcock was originally webcast June 13, 2017.
Mark McCandlish aerospace illustrator says information has been shared with him about an
Alien Reproduction Vehicle built by the military using technology that has been back
engineered from alien technology.
McCandlish says that in 1988 he and a friend were planning on attending an air show at
Norton Air Force Base. McCandlish ended up having to cancel due to a last minute
illustration needed by Popular Mechanics. However, his friend went and through a well
connected acquaintance, was able to gain entrance to a secured area of the base with a
special display for politicians and military personnel with high level security clearances.
His friend told him that in this display were three flying saucers floating above the ground.
They made no sound. One of them had the side panels removed so that you could see
inside. There was also a monitor showing a video of these craft being test-flown. They
made “hopping” maneuvers, and then could shoot straight up at incredible speeds. All while
making no sound.
8
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So, getting back to Brad’s story at Norton Air Force Base: one of the other things he said
was that after
they showed them all of these aircraft, they had a big black curtain that divided the hangar
into two different areas. Behind these curtains was another big area, and inside this area
they had all the lights turned off; so, they go in and they turn the lights on, and here are
three flying saucers floating off the floor – no cables suspended from the ceiling holding
them up, no landing gear underneath – just floating, hovering above the floor.

Sketch of the Alien Reproduction cutaway copyright by Mark McCandlish all rights reserved
They had little exhibits with a videotape running, showing the smallest of the three vehicles
sitting out in the desert, presumably over a dry lakebed – someplace like Area 51. It showed
this vehicle making three little quick, hopping motions; then [it] accelerated straight up and
out of sight, completely disappearing from view in just a couple of seconds – no sound, no
sonic boom – nothing.
Military-aeronautical Illustrator Mark McCandlish was riding the wave of success making
images of classified projects for the military-industrial complex. Then he made a drawing of
a top secret project that he wasn’t supposed to know about. He showed these drawings at
the National Press Club in 2001 where I also presented and big trouble ensued with his
contracts.
For those who want a story of intrigue, secrets, and technology. Detailed information on the
history, physics and technological mechanisms regarding faster-than-light travel, antigravity,
and zero-point energy is also covered in detail. his documentary about the back engineering
of alien technology.
The craft were referred to as Alien Reproduction Vehicles (ARVs), and also had the
nickname, the “Flux Liner.” McCandlish says he believes these are part of a secret
program that has been around for decades.
Using his friend’s description, McCandlish sketched the vehicle. He has since done
research on how he believes the technology works. He says they use zero-point energy, a
concept originally theorized by Albert Einstein. The feature length documentary on
McCandlish’s research is titled Zero-Point: The Story of Mark McCandlish and the Flux
Liner. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t67876ch95M
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CYLINDRICAL OBJECT OVER GERMANY – 26TH/27TH MAY, 1943
On the night of the 26th/27th May, 1943, RAF Sgt. Pilot G. N. Cockcroft from Bradford,
West Yorkshire, then based at RAF Little Rissington, Gloucestershire, (No. 6 (P) AFU Pilots
Advanced Flying Unit), found himself seconded to No. 77 Squadron 4 Group Bomber
Commando, stationed at Elvington, near York, taking part in an air marking raid over Essen,
Germany, which involved dropping incendiaries on the target by the lead Bombers to
illuminate the target.
“The first wave had already bombed the general target area – now well alight. Two or three
minutes before our final run in, at approximately 18,700 feet, we saw in front but slightly to
port, at about the same height, a long cylindrical object, silver/gold in color, very sharply
defined, hanging in the sky at an angle of approximately 45 degrees, showing a number of
evenly spaced portholes along its length.
The first person to sight the object was Sgt. Pilot
Ray Smith, of the Royal Canadian Air Force:
“I think the first reaction of most of us was
amazement because the object just had no right
to be there. After a very short space of time,
about 20-30 seconds, it suddenly began to move
and, retaining its altitude, climbed rapidly until it
vanished from sight. The speed it attained
seemed to us completely incredible, moving at
thousands of miles per hour. As it accelerated, the outline became more blurred and the
shape foreshortened. The size is more difficult to judge but it was very large, certainly much
bigger that our own aircraft, appearing at least as long as a ‘king sized cigarette,’ or small
cigar at arm’s length, we then completed out bomb run and returned to base. The
intelligence officer debriefing us was given a description of the object but we were unable to
judge what importance was attached to it and quite frankly it was just another unusual
phenomenon, which since apparently harmless was of far less importance that other
wartime hazards.”
Despite investigations made by the authorities on both sides no satisfactory answer was
ever found for the appearance of these curious light flight phenomena, described as looking
like flying silver balls, discs, and Christmas trees, often seen pacing the aircraft in precise
formations. (Source: Norman Oliver, BUFORA) Reproduced from: Haunted Skies, Volume
One, pp33-34

PROJECT 1947 REPORTS
ARE SOME ALIENS SPIRITS?
Spiritual beings are those entities who are now in a higher dimensional realm following the
death of their physical body, such as human souls and ascended masters, those entities
who are non-human higher dimensional beings such as extraterrestrials as well as beings
who do not require a physical body, or who do not normally incarnate such as angels,
demons, archangels, Elohim, etc.
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Lights and orbs are frequently reported by witnesses even inside their homes. Sometimes
negative and even evil occurrences are reported such as abductions and the stealing of
body fluids and DNA. A certain groups of aliens allegedly are not friendly and many
religious leaders of numerous religions report we are wrestling with demonic powers.
Demonic possession is believed to be the process by which individuals are possessed by
malevolent preternatural beings, commonly referred to as demons or devils.
Possessions of evil spirits among humans often result in various types of criminal activities.
Dr. Richard Gallagher is an Ivy League-educated, board-certified psychiatrist who teaches
at Columbia University and New York Medical College. He was part of the team Fighting
Satan’s minions. He proudly calls himself a “man of science.” Yet today, Gallagher has
become something else: the go-to guy for a sprawling network of exorcists in the United
States. He says demonic possession is real. He’s seen the evidence: victims suddenly
speaking perfect Latin; sacred objects flying off shelves; people displaying “hidden
knowledge” or secrets about people that they could not have possibly have known.

Dr. Richard Gallagher says, “There was one woman who was like 90 pounds soaking wet.
She threw a Lutheran deacon who was about 200 pounds across the room,” he says.
“That’s not psychiatry. That’s beyond psychiatry.”
Some ET visitors can move through walls and become invisible or become small orbs. I do
not know if some aliens are part of the demonic supernatural world. Paul of the Bible was
not an adherent of the contemporary materialistic model of the universe where people deny
the existence of a spiritual realm. For Paul there clearly was a realm where demons or
ghosts walked the earth and harassed people. We know this because Paul had cast a
demon out of a girl in Philippi in Acts 16. He had also seen many evil spirits come out of
people in Ephesus in Acts 19:11-12. Science is not aware of why many people commit
murder, rape, robberies etc. Many criminals claim the devil made them do it. Men often
seem to have two brains, one in their head and another between their legs with cosmic
powers that often takes control.
Paul describes an upper-level order of evil spirits in the heavenly places. Stating in Ephesus
100 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of his might. 11 Put on the whole
armor of God that you may be able to stand against the schemes of the devil. 12 For
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we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places. 13 Therefore take up the whole armor of
God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand
firm. 14 Stand therefore, having fastened on the belt of truth, and having put on the
breastplate of righteousness, 15 and having fitted your feet with the readiness of the
gospel of peace. 16 In all circumstances take up the shield of faith, with which you
can extinguish all the flaming darts of the evil one; 17 and take the helmet of
salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God, 18 praying at all times
in the Spirit, with all prayer and supplication .
. Science is discovering dozens of invisible, radio and TV signals, radar, wife, Yin and
Yang Grid energy and solar and cosmic radiation, electromagnetic waves
fluorescence, gamma radiation, photons, that are penetrating our homes now. Not to
mention RF energy emitted while using a cell phone. We also know of telepathic
energy and there is likely numerous types of invisible waves, rays, germs, we have
not yet discovered. I have worked with dozens of abductees, and I’m convinced there
are cosmic powers who some call ET and aliens, perhaps Paul was far more
understanding than we realize. Some of these invisible forces could affect the brain
and cause damage or desire to accomplish crimes.

THE GREAT UFO DECEPTION
By Dr. Bruce Cornet
Excerpts from David Wilcock’s Divine Cosmos newsletter and post of 9 February 2018.

Tom DeLonge Group Stunningly Debunked: Curtains for Partial Disclosure?
https://divinecosmos.com/start-here/davids-blog/1226-delonge
From Chris Mellon, National Security Affairs Advisor to The Stars Academy:
Tom DeLonge’s intel advisors used a picture of a Mylar party balloon from 2005 as if it was
a genuine UFO, and raised over 2.2 million dollars in funding from the event featuring it.
There was widespread suspicion of this “mainstream-media-sanctioned disclosure” in the
UFO community, and it was just proven correct.
Someone within the group obviously knew this was a fake image. We do not feel Tom
DeLonge was in on it, and his silence suggests he must be very upset at this point.
With the formerly-invincible Cabal on the ropes like never before, perhaps this ‘disclosure’
was just too easy. No one was fighting and dying to make this happen, and the media toed
the line. The Cabal folks were only intending to use disclosure as a “Weapon of Mass
Distraction” when their backs were really up against the wall. Deception would be at the
very root of such a plan, if the real goal was to obfuscate the existence of the Secret Space
12
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Program and other hyper-classified projects. The members of this group completely
“ghosted” the UFO community at large, hardly granting any access whatsoever to the
people on the front lines of the disclosure movement. Weirdest of all was how little anyone
in the public was affected by it. UFOs? Been there, done that. What will real disclosure look
like now that the credibility of this operation has been shaNational UFO Reporting Center
Director Peter Davenport

The National UFO Reporting Center (NUFORC) is an organization in the States that
investigates UFO sightings and/or alien contacts. NUFORC has been in continuous
operation since 1974. Peter Davenport has been Director for 23 years, It was founded in
1974 by Robert J. Gribble It has catalogued almost 90,000 reported UFO sightings over its
history, most of which were in the United States. In addition to record keeping, the center
has provided statistics and graphs to assist others looking for information. UFO reports can
be accessed, index by state, index by shape of ufo and index by date posted.
The current director, Peter Davenport, has not claimed that any two phenomena are
identical, but has catalogued flying saucers, colored lights, and triangles, throughout the
years. Davenport describes himself as a UFO believer, but skeptic, and has been praised
by many as providing a valuable service in the field.
Peter says the “Phoenix Lights” event! “It was, in my opinion, one of the two or three
most dramatic, and well-documented UFO sighting events in the history of Ufology.”

PHOENIX LIGHTS INCIDENT

Phoenix — On March 13, l997, many Arizona residents reported that they had been witness
to one, or more, apparently very large craft in the night sky.” v the “Phoenix Lights” event! It
was, in my opinion, one of the two or three most dramatic, and well-documented UFO
sighting events in the history of Ufology.
“In a recent telephone call I had with Peter Davenport the Director of the National Reporting
Center, he revealed that several hours after the “Phoenix Lights” event had concluded, he
was telephoned by an individual who identified himself as an Airman in the U. S. Air Force,
and that he had been involved that night in providing ground support involving an intercept
of at least one of the objects over Phoenix. The photograph of the string of lights, in my
opinion, may well be a photo of flares, released over the Barry M. Goldwater Firing Range
at Gila Bend, AZ, perhaps to serve as a diversion, following the appearance of the immense
13
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triangular craft over Phoenix earlier that night. Those lights first appeared well after the
original event had long since ended.
The airman from Luke Air Force Base claimed he just helped launch two

McDonnell-Douglas F-15c fighter aircraft to intercept the large Phoenix flying object at 2035
hrs.
Peter Davenport writes, the most important parts of that event, in my view, is that two F-15
C’s intercepted one of the 5 or 6 objects that loitered over the Phoenix area. The object was
at approximately 9,000 feet AGL at the time, and the object being intercepted subtended an
arc of approximately 135 degree, as viewed from the ground, at the moment of intercept.
Upon returning to Luke AFB, the lead pilot reported that the object in front of his aircraft
filled his canopy and windscreen, extending from his 9:00 o’clock position to his 3:00 o’clock
position, and at the end of the intercept, all the lights on the object suddenly dimmed to
extinction, and the radar screen on his instrument panel went to “white noise”…it apparently
was made totally nonfunctional and useless. The pilots indicated the craft was several miles
wide. “I witnessed a massive delta-shaped craft silently navigate over Squaw Peak, a
mountain range in Phoenix, Arizona.
The two F-15’s returned to Luke AFB at approximately 20:40 hrs. (local), at which time the
lead pilot reportedly had to be helped out of his cockpit by members of his ground crew…he
apparently was unable to exit the cockpit by himself. As he was being helped by those
personnel, the pilot recounted to them what the pilot had just been through during the
intercept.
One member of the ground crew was ordered to collect several (six?) videos from both F15s’ cockpits and LANTIRN-II pods, and race them at a dead run to a T-39 that was waiting
nearby, with engines running. The airman tossed the tapes or discs into the T-39, (shown)
at which time its loading door was hurriedly closed, and the aircraft taxied to the active
runway and took off into the night.

Later that day, the same airman who had first called me, called me again to report that he
had just come from his commander’s (colonel’s) office, where he…the airman…had just
been informed that he was being transferred to a base in Greenland, and that he would be
at his new base within 24 hours.
The caller asserted that he had just been personal witness to an intercept of a very large
craft by two U. S. Air Force directly above downtown Phoenix, Arizona, at approximately
2035 hrs. on Thursday, March 13, 1997.
For general information on the Phoenix Lights, click here.
http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/099/S99797.html
Web: www.ufocenter.com Thanks to Peter Davenport NUFORC website:
www.ufocenter.com,
E-Mail: [email protected], UFO Hotline: (206) 722-3000
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Ten years afterward, the 19th Governor of Arizona from 1991-1997.

Fife Symington wrote on CNN about the Phoenix Lights Story discussing various UFO
sightings and incidents. Symington, a former Air Force officer, said it did not look like a
man-made object. And he ruled out the Air Force assertion that the object was high-altitude
flares. It was truly breathtaking. I was absolutely stunned because I was turning to the west
looking for the distant Phoenix Lights,” Symington wrote. “To my astonishment this
apparition appeared; this dramatically large, very distinctive leading edge with some
enormous lights was traveling through the Arizona sky.” “I was never happy with the Air
Force’s silly explanation. There might very well have been military flares in the sky that
evening, but what I and hundreds of others saw had nothing to do with that,” he wrote.
“We want the government to stop putting out stories that perpetuate the myth that all UFOs
can be explained away in down-to-earth conventional terms.
ttered? It’s going to be grassroots all the way.”

DEMONS

For thousands of years demons were thought to exist and are prevalent in many religions
and in our world. Sconce for years has ridiculed belief in various supernatural entities. A
demon is a supernatural and often malevolent being prevalent in religion, occultism,
literature, fiction, mythology and folklore. In Ancient Near Eastern religions as well as in the
Abraham traditions, including ancient and medieval Christian demonology, a demon is
considered a harmful spiritual entity, below the heavenly.
In response to an unsettling increase in demand for exorcisms in Italy, the Vatican has
announced plans for a new course to better train priests to perform the practice. Often alien
entities are described as spirits, so there may be a connection it that some aliens do not
have human’s best interests. I have seen exorcisms and the possessed person had
strength and knowledge of ancient foreign languages far beyond a normal person.
15
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The week-long event to be held in April was detailed by Italian priest and exorcist Benign
Palilla in an interview with Vatican Radio. According to Palilla, requests for exorcisms from
the Church have skyrocketed in Italy over the last few years with experts estimating an
astounding 500,000 such cases being reported. Although the priest acknowledged that not
all of these events are genuinely connected to an actual possession, he cautioned that the
jaw-dropping number of exorcisms indicated that there is some sort of sinister surge
happening. Additionally, there has been an increase in UFO reports and sightings of alien
visitors.
As to what may be behind this spike, Palilla pointed to the popularity of fortune tellers, tarot
card readers and other soothsaying mystics in Italy. He warned that partaking in such
‘sorcery’ unwittingly “opens the door to the devil and possession.” Additionally, Palilla
expressed concern that the whopping number of exorcism cases in the country has led to
inexperienced priests being enlisted to perform the ritual.
New priests are not taught about the phenomenon of possession leaving newcomers
overwhelmed when they are called to confront the issue. By holding this new course on
exorcism, Palilla hopes to strip away some of the sensationalism surrounding exorcisms
and better prepare priests for the various cases they may encounter.
Many criminals claim they are controlled by demons. Interestingly Nikolas Cruz the Florida
school shooter claims that on February 17, 2018, ‘demon voices’ told him to slaughter 17.
He opened fire on defenseless students and staff at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School. as cops reveal they were called to his home 39 times.

The New York Post reports, Cruz the deranged gunman told investigators that “demons”
told him how to unleash the massacre..
Law enforcement sources told abc news that Nikolas Cruz, 19, said the voices in his head
gave him instructions on how to carry out the attack at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland. Law enforcement sources told ABC News that Nikolas Cruz, 19, said
the voices in his head gave him instructions on how to kill Nikolas Cruz stated, ‘I wanna die
killing s*** ton of people.”
Cruz suffered from depression for years. I know he did have some issues and he may have
been taking medication. [He] did have some kind of emotional problems or difficulties,” His
step mother Lynda had sought counseling for Nikolas at a young age and it is felt he was
taking prescription drugs. Bill Nelson said on MSNBC that Cruz wore a gas mask and had
smoke grenades. “He set off the fire alarm so the kids would come out into the hallways and
thus he had the opportunity with a crowded hallway to start picking off people.”
The school resource officer Scot Peterson and three other responding deputy sheriffs did
not enter the school while Cruz was shooting the students. Their failure to enter the school
to stop the shooter is under investigation. Sheriff Scott Israel said Cruz fired into five
classrooms, four on the first floor and one on the second floor, before failing g to shoot out a
hurricane strength window where he could have killed many more. He then dropped his AR15 semi-automatic rifle purchased legally a year ago and fled. He was able to blend in with
students running away from the violence.
BenTheBondsman, revealed he had reported to the FBI a comment under one of his
previous Cruz videos that read: “I’m going to be a professional school shooter”. The
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name of the commenter matched Cruz’s. The agency confirmed it was aware of the report.
Other comments left by the same account included: “I want shoot people with my AR-15”;
”I wanna die Fighting killing s**t ton of people”; and ”I am going to kill law
enforcement one day they go after the good people”. Thanks to ABC. We send our
prayers to the families and those involved.

PLEASE NOTE:
THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE HELD ON 21ST APRIL, 2018
SAME TIME, SAME PLACE.
Our previous meeting was a success with a number of new people and we look forward to seeing
you at our next one. There should be some good Skywatches ahead of us up here at Katoomba
weather permitting. Meanwhile, there is a lot happening ‘up there’ at present so –
Until our next meeting –Keep safe and

Watch the Skies!
Rex and Heather

URU Publications. PO Box 202, Katoomba NSW 2780.
Other titles are also available, directly from us or from Lulu.com
Phone
02 47823441
randhgilroy1044@gmail.com
Full pricelist available – please
contact
us. All prices shown
in AUD plus p&h $A15 in Australia, [overseas
postage on application]. Sorry NO Credit Card transactions.
R

$30
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